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Te education industry is gradually improving with the rapid development of information technology. Te learners use
networks and computers to alter the traditional instructional framework based on educational information technology and
achieve personalized learning. Tis teaching method emphasizes each learner’s identity and autonomy. However, due to the
huge number of learning resources available on the Internet, students lack relevant courses, clear learning tasks, and the
connection between various knowledge points, resulting in an unsatisfactory efect on the learning process. Knowledge
maps for diferent learner types are created using historical learners’ conceptual knowledge and the segmentation and
correlation technique of big data knowledge maps. Using a big data method in this process will automatically generate a set
of weak conceptual learning pathways. For this problem, in the era of big data, people put forward the concept of knowledge
map and used the algorithm based on the big data knowledge map to study the personalized learning path for college French.
Te content, structure, and relationship of college French knowledge points can be accurately expressed using this method,
which is preferred by college administrators and teachers. Tis paper aims to investigate the personalized learning path for
college French using a big data knowledge map, starting with the characteristics of a college French feld of study. Tis study
provides technical support in the establishment of a big data knowledge map based on a learning path recommendation
framework. So, after the performance of several commonly used learning path recommendation algorithms, three French
students have been selected at random for learning path planning. Te results show that personalized learning path planning
can be realized based on a knowledge map pre-repair relationship and objective attributes. In the analysis, not only the
proposed technique is compared with the conventional optimization approach, but also a comparison study on the benefts
of several learning efect prediction models is also performed. Te results of this study suggest that this algorithm has a high
learning efciency and that the efective implementation of recommendations produced using our proposed strategy has a
signifcant advantage.

1. Introduction

Education is the process of memorizing information in the
human memory for later use in presenting important in-
formation or a part of a mental process to fully comprehend
everything. Te process of acquiring knowledge and skills
that can be used to improve consciousness and intelligence is
referred to as learning. Learning must be benefcial, perti-
nent, purposeful, and cumulative and carried out at the
appropriate stages to be efective and successful [1]. Te
feedback learning is one of the signifcant learning behaviors
produced by the learner’s e-learning process. Te historical

response records can be used to determine the learner’s
conceptual knowledge, and knowledge gaps in the learning
process can be precisely identifed. A student’s under-
standing of a subject may be lacking if, for comparison
purposes, their past response archives reveal a higher ex-
ercise error rate for that concept. Because ideas are inter-
dependent, a learning path must be planned to ensure that
the learner fully understands the defcient concepts [2].
When performing activities, learners have more difculties
comprehending their conceptual knowledge and making
judgments about the efcacy of their operations. Addi-
tionally, they could have a hard time analyzing and
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assimilating important and targeted concepts. Te learner’s
response data may thus be utilized to automatically deter-
mine the connections between ideas, identify weak concepts,
and provide individualized learning path assistance in real-
world environments [3]. It can enable the students to bridge
gaps in knowledge and perhaps grow into important
competence in difcult concepts. Te basis for the recom-
mended path is built by automatically identifying chal-
lenging topics based on learner reaction data and providing
future students with a successful introduction to the same
concepts, to determine when concepts interact with one
another to create tailored weak conceptual learning path-
ways for the targeted learners and to produce the intended
learning outcome [4]. According to the following previous
work on personalizing learning path, we build a personalized
learning path for college French based on a big data
knowledge map using the genetic algorithm.

A large number of them are now based on the previously
established knowledge base, which, while occasionally
useful, did not fully contribute to each learner’s unique
knowledge level. To address these issues, Liu proposed a
knowledge structure improvement framework of learning
approaches. It approaches the path recommendation pro-
cedure as a probabilistic decision-making method, keeping
in view all personal variables of the learners and using the
knowledge base as a framework. Tis demonstrates that
when the learning pathway was designed, the standard
learners were assumed to have completed the material, but
this was not the case. Most students struggle to comprehend
the material they have just learned [5]. Cai developed a
knowledge mapping and reinforcement learning-based
technique for designing learning paths. Te algorithm can
efectively predict students’ learning progress, model
learners’ knowledge levels over time, and defne students’
learning conceptual frameworks [6]. Zhu proposed using
long-term and short-term virtual memory (LSTM) to resolve
this issue and select a unique learning path from among the
suggested solutions. Te use of genetic algorithms to design
learning paths is one of the most exciting areas of research
right now. An improved genetic algorithm based on the
Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal
Solution (TOPSIS) is used in order to facilitate the search for
the nearly perfect learning route. TOPSIS, which is analo-
gous to the perfect solution, is utilized to fnd the roughly
optimal learning path solution [7]. Te problem of estab-
lishing a learning path is described as a multiobjective
optimization statement. Te features of teaching and
learning resources are used to generate a learner-centered
knowledge map using a genetic algorithm, and a linear
learning sequence is formed from the conceptual model
using a traversal algorithm [8].

Tis study aims to create an algorithm that can auto-
matically generate individualized learning paths based on
the learners’ current learning stages. Similar to the previous
analysis, this one analyzes and comprehends behaviors as
important factors in determining the knowledge levels of
learners. Tis research is so much more comprehensive
than the previous research, which required teachers to
manually evaluate the difculties in the knowledge points.

Te complexity of knowledge points for larger classes was
automatically determined in this study using an infor-
mation processing platform. Tis strategy reduces stress
and time spent by instructors with the knowledge map
learning resources on the Internet [2]. Personalized
learning has become widely used in the feld of learning due
to the rapid development of the Internet, network tech-
nology, and computers in recent years, enabling people to
share network learning resources [9]. However, there are a
massive number of data learning resources on the Internet,
and there are issues with lost knowledge and knowledge
overload. Te emergence of artifcial intelligence tech-
nology efectively improves the way learners obtain
learning resources, but learners are still unable to quickly
obtain a huge number of knowledge points in the network
resource environment. When college students study
French, they are faced with the problem that numerous
teaching resources on the network cannot be efectively
used. Te knowledge map algorithm solves this problem by
combining a knowledge map and a personalized learning
path. College students can fully grasp each knowledge point
in the French personalized learning process and develop a
personalized learning path for college French based on a
big data knowledge map. Firstly, based on the entity rec-
ognition and the link of the knowledge map, the knowledge
map between entities and relationships is established, and
the map database is used to store and realize data visual-
ization [10, 11]. Te personalized learning path model is
then built based on the learning path recommendation
algorithm to determine the importance of each knowledge
point in the knowledge map, allowing the importance of
each knowledge point to be evaluated.

Te main innovations in the research process of this
paper are the following:

(i) Tis paper focuses on the analysis of the basic
concept, storage mode, and basic architecture of the
knowledge map algorithm

(ii) We build a personalized learning path for college
French based on a big data knowledge map through
text similarity calculation and establish a person-
alized learning path model

(iii) Using the personalized learning path model, college
French students are randomly selected to test the
learning path planning results, which are added to
the prerequisite relationship map and objective

(iv) College students’ attributes to personalized learning
path planning based on a big data knowledge map
can obtain the best personalized learning path and
high learning efciency

Te remaining sections of the paper are organized as
follows: Section 2 presents related work of the paper; Section
3 presents knowledge mapping algorithms for large data;
Section 4 presents the personalized learning path for uni-
versity French based on big data mapping; Section 5 presents
the analysis of the application results of personalized
learning path for college French; and fnally, Section 6
concludes the research work.
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2. Related Work

Due to the rapid development of network technology,
e-learning resources will continue to iterate and be updated.
Currently, recommending the best learning paths to stu-
dents is the future development trend in e-education. At the
same time, more and more experts at home and abroad are
beginning to study personalized learning based on a
knowledge map [12]. Wan et al. represent the data acqui-
sition layer, the information visualization layer, the behavior
layer, and the knowledge ontology layer, and then combine
the layers to form a knowledge map learning model [13].
Golpardaz et al. proposed the conditional random feld
(CRF) model, which is the most typical statistical model for
entity recognition and can transform entity recognition
problems into sequence annotation problems [14]. LV
produces a knowledge map of the medical feld by statis-
tically analyzing knowledge data in the feld of medical
education in order to increase students’ enthusiasm for
learning medical knowledge [15]. Lissa et al., the authors of
this study, use the concept of a “knowledge map” in tra-
ditional education to express knowledge in the form of a
map and display knowledge intuitively and powerfully to
improve students’ learning efciency [16]. Tu used scientifc
knowledge in the knowledge map to show the relationship
between various knowledge points in the way of the map. So,
the students can visualize the difculty of diferent knowl-
edge points on the map, clearly understand the weaknesses
of mastering knowledge, and better deal with problems [17].
Zhang and Ma proposed to establish an educational
knowledge Atlas system based on a knowledge map in order
to display educational knowledge in the form of a map [18].
Bazhukova and Afonina pointed out that the essence of
applying a knowledge map to the feld of education is to
clarify the relationship between knowledge points and form
a complete knowledge map [19]. Mohsin et al. use an ant
colony algorithm to optimize the learning path and for-
mulate the best algorithm to adapt to learning [20]. Saito and
Watanobe enhanced learning path recommendation with a
collaborative recommendation mechanism and used this
new method in learning path recommendation [21]. Wang
et al. used the experimental method to validate knowledge
point ranking and selection. Tey arranged the knowledge
points from the learning path based on the knowledge
structure in the knowledgemap and the reference index [22].
Zhang and Ye initiated with diferent learner styles and
analyzed the similarity between diferent learners using data
from the learning-style scale. It frst creates a swarm in-
telligence learning recommendation model and then em-
ploys the improved ant colony algorithm to add the
parameters that infuence the learning style, because learners
can present a common learning path and achieve their goals
[23]. Zou, addressing the situation of the learners’ questions,
then marked the nodes and convoluted the questions with
the classifcation map. It produces the learning path using
the Prim minimum spanning tree algorithm and modifes it
based on the current learning situation [24]. Aladwan
suggested frst to designing the learner model, then mining
the learners’ preferences in the association rules, obtaining

the corresponding interactive data and learning results, and
eventually having to feed the data into the ant colony al-
gorithm to complete the path recommendation [25].

3. Knowledge Mapping Algorithms for
Large Data

3.1.KnowledgeMapAlgorithmicConcepts. Te technology of
knowledge mapping covers two parts, namely, the con-
struction of knowledge mapping and the application tech-
nology. At present, the main goal is to transform the
knowledge that can be understood and calculated by
computers on the Internet to form the knowledge that can be
understood by people. Terefore, there is an urgent need to
build a knowledge map for diferent industries because
diferent industries require diferent data integration capa-
bilities for vertical industries [26]. In recent years, knowl-
edge mapping has played an advantage in organizing and
displaying knowledge, starting from the feld of education, to
establish the ideal efect of the personalized learning path for
college French based on big data knowledge. Tis paper
develops a personalized learning path based on each stu-
dent’s learning speed, interest, and goal by analyzing
knowledge maps and data from college students’ French
learning behaviors.

An entity is an important unit in the knowledge map,
and the essence of entity recognition is named entity rec-
ognition in text. Te purpose of entity link is to deal with the
problem of diversity and ambiguity in entities. If the
meaning of MAC is diferent in diferent felds, “MAC” has
recently introduced a red slogan. In this case, the entity link
system should correspond to the “MAC” mentioned in the
corresponding text, not the three-tier architecture of MAC
in the computer feld. Because an object in a large amount of
data can be expressed in many diferent ways, the complexity
of large data is very high in the analysis of large amounts of
text. So, it is necessary to identify entities and links frst to
reduce information overload. Te technical architecture of
knowledge mapping is depicted in Figure 1.

3.2. Knowledge Map Storage. At present, there are two
methods for storing knowledge maps containing relational
databases and graph databases. However, the amount of data
continues to grow as information technology advances, and
relational databases cause data redundancy, prompting
some people to use graph databases [27]. A graph database is
a new NoSQL database that uses a computer graph theory,
which analyzes the internal relationships of data more in-
tuitively and efciently. Compared with relational databases,
graph databases are suitable for the storage of this knowledge
map. Most data types are semistructured or structured, and
graphic databases store data information in a graph-struc-
tured sort of way. Users require a signifcant amount of time
and efort to process data, but they will also easily fnd,
modify, add, and delete data.Te graph database can be used
if the three attributes of nature, concept, and development in
educational knowledge points are assumed. Tese rela-
tionships are directional and can be represented in a simple
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form to show the connections among the knowledge points.
As shown in Figure 2, graphic databases enable complex
relationships between entities to be processed efectively.

Tis paper chooses the Neo4j diagram database and
saves the data in the network instead of the traditional local
database. Te following are the signifcant advantages of the
diagram database over the traditional database:

Step 1: Neo4j is highly compatible and supports popular
programming languages such as Ruby and
Python

Step 2: Te Cypher database query language corre-
sponds to the majority of people’s thinking
modes

Step 3: Neo4j processes data more quickly and has a very
simple storage structure

Step 4: Using the import tool, it can import relational
and entity data at the same time, as well as
support large-volume data storage with less la-
tency and signifcant real-time performance

Step 5: Data display page operation is simple

3.3. Text Similarity Calculation. In the personalized learning
path for college French based on a big data map, more

algorithms are used for similarity calculation, which is also a
basic technology in natural language processing (NLP). Tis
paper calculates the similarity between diferent points of
knowledge in college French courses, builds the connection
between them based on the results of text similarity, and
promotes the learners to achieve the rapid transfer and
mastery of knowledge.

Te following details describe several similar calculation
methods currently used.

Semi structured data Unstructured data

Entity extraction Attribute extractionRelation extraction

Local build Knowledge mapping

Entity matching Ontology fusion

Reasoning based on 
distributed representationDeductive reasoningInductive reasoning

Expert system Visual analysisSemantic searchRecommenda
tion system

Data acquisition

Structured data

Knowledge extraction

Knowledge fusion Knowledge storage

Knowledge reasoning

Knowledge application

Q & A

NoSQL

Database

Figure 1: Knowledge map technology architecture.
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Figure 2: Knowledge map showing knowledge points.
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3.3.1. Euclidean Distance. When calculating text similarity,
Euclidean distance can be used to judge the absolute distance
in multidimensional space between two diferent knowledge
points. For example, x represents the word frequency of all
words in two texts on knowledge point A. When Y computes
the word frequency at knowledge point B, the following
results are obtained:

sim (A, B) � dis(A, B)
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(1)

3.3.2. Cosine Similarity. By calculating the cosine angle
through formulas, the similarity of two knowledge points in
vector space is judged by the cosine of the angle between two
vector points A and B.
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3.3.3. Jaccard’s Similarity Factor. Te Jaccard similarity
coefcient compares the similarity of two diferent knowl-
edge points. Based on the number of knowledge points A

and B intersect, the similarity between two knowledge points
is calculated by the proportion of knowledge points A and B
in the union. Te formula is as follows:

sim(A, B) �
A%∩ B| |

A∪ B| |
. (3)

4. Personalized Learning Path for University
French Based on Big Data Mapping

4.1. Recommendation Algorithm for Learning Paths. Tis
paper studies personalized learning of college French based
on a big data knowledge map. Here, two learning path al-
gorithms, namely, the genetic algorithm and the ant colony
algorithm, are described in detail.

4.1.1. Genetic Algorithm. Te genetic algorithm does not
need to compute all possible path solutions, but it needs to
select the global optimal solution on the path. In the learning
path recommendation algorithm, the genetic algorithm
chromosome parameters are coded to fnd the F(x) ftness
value, and then, P � F(x)


F(x) is selected randomly. Te

optimal learning path inheritance process is repeated by
crossover, selection, compilation, and so on until the ideal
learning path is found. Figure 3 illustrates the genetic al-
gorithm learning path recommendation principles.

Clarify the actual 
problem parameters

Coding parameters

Initialize population

Evaluation group

Parameters of bit string
decoding
Calculate the objective
function value
Mapping function values
to fitness values
Adjust fitness

1.

2.

3.

4.

Meet the stop rule End

Genetic manipulation

Three basic operators:
Choose
Cross
Variation

1.
2.
3.

Generate new groups

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of genetic algorithm learning path recommendation principles.
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4.1.2. Ant Colony Algorithm. Ant colony algorithm uses the
learner’s knowledge of French to leave a mark on the net-
work, which is the pheromone to select the later learning
path based on the concentration of the pheromone.
Terefore, the pheromone is a key formula and path se-
lection probability in the ant colony algorithm:

P(i, j) �
[τ(i, j)]

α
[η(i, j)]

β



[τ(i, j)]

α
[η(i, j)]

β,

τ(j) � (1 − p) · τ(j) + p.

(4)

Upper form τ enlightens data for the amount of in-
formation that a pheromone can provide between Node 1
and other nodes at a given time. η represents the expected
value of the transfer node, and p represents the pheromone
play factor.

4.2. Te Learning Path Recommendation Algorithm Is Based
on the Knowledge Map. Based on a knowledge map, a
graphical neural network can propagate and aggregate the
characteristics of diferent knowledge points on the
knowledge map to form a high-accuracy knowledge point
embedded in the vector. Te model establishes a reliable
sequence based on the knowledge map to infer the im-
portance of knowledge points at all levels. Te knowledge
point vector matrix is then combined as input to the
graphical neural network after the corresponding knowledge
point vectors from the knowledge map are frst obtained.
Te selection coefcients related to each node are obtained
using the gated graphical neural network. After that, the
vector is processed using SoftMax to determine its centrality.
A substantial number of datasets are used to test the efcacy
of this algorithm after completion, and the probability
judgment for choosing the following knowledge point is
made. Te framework for knowledge map-based learning
path recommendation methods is shown in Figure 4.

4.3. Building Personalized Learning PathModel. Te essence
of planning a personalized learning path for college gram-
mar is to arrange the learning objects in the set of candidate

contents in regular order, and then show the sorting
structure to the learners for reference. Te system auto-
matically recommends the learners listed in front as their
next choice. Te specifc path planning is shown in Figure 5.

As learners enter the system, they can recommend the
learning materials they need according to certain rules, or they
can send the results of the recommendation to the learners for
their own choice. Terefore, the most important thing is to
identify the candidate learning set and calculate the weights.

Assuming that T is a coarse-grained learning object with
n fne-grained learning objects and M is required to learn,
that is, M1, M2, M3, . . . , Mn, the learning object T is defned
by the following formula:

T � M1, M2, M3, ..., Mn . (5)

Based on the knowledge map that there is a preemptive
relationship among the learning objects, the preemptive
relationship Kij is defned by the following formula:

Kij �
1, Mj prefix representingMi learning objects,

0, Other cases.


(6)

Te learner can only acquire andmaster the learning object
after completely grasping all or most of the learning object’s
prelearning materials. Mi means that the learner has mastered
all the prerequisite points onM. Usually, this threshold is set to
0.6, which leads to the defnition of Pri, the set of prerequisite
learning objects in the Mj learning queue, as follows:

Prj � Mi|∀ Mi ∈ T, Kij � 1 . (7)

Based on the calculations, the next set C recommended
to the learner can be achieved.

C � Mj|∀ Mj ∈ T, Mj ∈ T′,∀ Mi ∈ Prj, PMi
≥ α . (8)

Topic T′ means that the learner has completed all of the
learning objectives or that the initial learning is empty.
When the learner completes a learning object M, a new M is
added to the T′.
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Figure 4: Framework for learning path recommendation based on a knowledge map.
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According to the above formulas, the learning objects C

are all the prelearning objects that the learners have already
mastered. However, some of the learning objects do not
meet the learning requirements.Tey also need to review the
prelearning objects further. Here is the formula C for
reviewing the set of learning objects:

C′ � Mk|∀ Mj ∈ T, Mj ∈ T′,∀

Mi ∈ Prj, Mj ∈ T′,∃Mk ∈ Prj, PMk
< α.

(9)

C is the set of candidates learning objects, and C′ is the
total number of learning objects awaiting review. Te
learning materials that must be retained after the review are
maintained in this set.Tis algorithm arranges the candidate
learning objects in a specifed sequence according to pre-
defned rules, after which the learner decides for themselves
whether to learn next. Te course and knowledge point
weights are defned here in terms of diferent formulas, and
the knowledge point weights are defned by these formulas:

BM �


m
i�1 bi

m
,

WM �
e

− BM− 0.5( )
2/2

IM( P
→

) 1 − e
−ImpM 

���
2π

√
1 + 1 + e

−ImpM  
.

(10)

bi indicates the difculty of the title i, and BM indicates the
difculty of M knowledge points. Tis algorithm calculates
the average difculty of each knowledge point on M. IM( P

→
)

denotes the benefts that P
→

learning sequence learners have
gained from learning M knowledge points. ImPM represents
the importance of M knowledge points. WM,WM represents
the weight of M knowledge points when planning a route. A
high value indicates that this knowledge point is more suitable
for the next learner to use as a learning object.

After clarifying that there are no courses to be materi-
alized, one of them is selected for learning. Te diference
between the points of comparison is that before arranging
the French courses, the restriction of the learner is analyzed.
Te following formula defnes the weight WT of a French
course T.

WT �
kIT

K
. (11)

Top IT denotes the benefts that learners will receive
from the T. French course and K denote the number of
students in the broad course that learners will receive from
theT. Based on the weight of the course, the number of times
a learner in the learning group has studied a course indicates
that the learner has earned a high return from learning the
course. Terefore, the course in this language will be pre-
ferred to other learners.

5. Analysis of the Application Results of
Personalized Learning Path for
College French

Tis paper builds a model of personalized learning path for
college French based on a big data map because it studies the
best personalized learning path for college French. Based on
the data fromXuetangX dataset, a knowledgemap is built for
the course of college French. Tere are 19 nodes, 19 edges,
and 70 exercises in this knowledge map. Tree of them are
randomly selected to plan the personalized learning path for
college French using the knowledge map algorithm based on
large data, and the three learning paths listed in Table 1 are
obtained:

According to the data in Table 1, the order of learning
knowledge points of the three students is diferent. Te
results of the income obtained from the calculation of the
learning knowledge of the three students are also diferent in
that the diferences among the three students are not sig-
nifcant even though their initial learning behaviors are
diferent. Firstly, the knowledge sequence is planned from
the learner’s previous learning behavior. During the plan-
ning period, no new learning behavior occurs. As a result,
students can only predict the sequence in a fxed learning
style when answering questions. Because of data factor in-
terference, no complete knowledge map has been estab-
lished, the number of trainings is very minor, and the
recorded course video is small, making this parameter
inefective.

Difficulty of knowledge points
Mastery degree

Study habits learning ability
ImportanceCompleted 

knowledge points

Learning path planning system

Highly 
recommended

More 
recommended

General 
recommendation

...

Candidate course collectionSelf selection

Figure 5: Route planning diagram.
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5.1. Analysis of Learning Accuracy. In this study, the accu-
racy of the personalized learning path for college French
based on the big data map is studied. According to the data
in Table 1, the recommended accuracy of each learning path
is 1.0, 0.947, and 0.842 calculated by substituting it into the
formula above, which indicates that the learning planning
path has a higher accuracy [28, 29]. Since the current dataset
contains a complete French course for the learner, the lists at
the time of knowledge point recommendation will cover the
learner’s learning.

Te parameters in the knowledge point model are
readjusted here to highlight the personalized learning path,
and two additional groups of experiments are added to
compare, that is, learning path planning with each parameter
excluding the beneft of knowledge points. Te results are
presented in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2 shows the corresponding learning path plan-
ning without taking into account the benefts from learning
knowledge points. Te three students get the same learning
path planning because knowledge points are of the same

Table 2: Route planning data statistics excluding knowledge point beneft parameters.

Learner number 48504238 62834945 24850562

Knowledge point sequence

1−9−12−11
−10−14−13−2

−8−4−3−7
−6−5−15−19
−16−17−18

1−9−12−11
−10−14−13
−2−8−4−3
−7−6−5−15

−19−16−17−18

1−9−12−11
−10−14−13−2

−8−4−3−7
−6−5−15−1
9−16−17−18

Table 3: Route planning with all parameters removed.

Learner number 48504238 62834945 24850562

Knowledge point sequence

1−15−16−17
−18−19−9−10
−11−12−13−14

−2−3−4−5
−6−7−8

1−15−16−17
−18−19− 9−10
−11−12−13−14

−2−3−4−5
−6−7−8

1−15−16−17
−18−19−9−10
−11−12−13−14

−2−3−4−5
−6−7−8

Table 1: Learning path planning results.

Learner number 48504238 62834945 24850562

Knowledge point sequence

1−9−12−11
−10−14−13
−2−4−3−8
−7−6−5−15

−19−16−18−17

1−9−12−11
−10−14−2−8
−4−3−7−6
−5−13−15

−19−16−17−18

1−2−4−3
−8−7−6−5

−9−12−11−10
−14−13−15−19

−16−18−17
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Figure 6: Comparison of learning efciency between two algorithm learners.
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importance and difculty to the learners and do not show
the personalized characteristics of diferent students. Ta-
ble 3 is the initial learning path. It does not use the
knowledge point parameters mentioned in the paper and
does not take into account the prerequisite relationships in
the knowledge map. It is the confguration of open
knowledge points made during instruction by university
professors. From the results of observations, it can be
concluded that the only way to plan a path that difers from
the initial learning path is to consider the knowledge map’s
objective attribute and precondition relationship con-
straints.Te learning benefts from each learner can then be
added together to create an individual learning path.

5.2. Analysis of Learning Efciency. When proving the ef-
ciency of this algorithm based on a big data knowledge map,
this paper randomly extracts ten knowledge points from
French college learners and compares them. Te learning
efciency of this algorithm is obtained by individual learning
paths based on the ant colony algorithm.Te result is shown
in Figure 6.

Te learning efciency of the algorithm based on the
knowledge map of large data is signifcantly higher, as shown
by the line graph in Figure 6. Te individual learning path is
then based on the traditional ant colony algorithm, with
similar learning efciency for each knowledge point. Tis
demonstrates that a personalized college French learning
path based on a big data map is more efcient, can fully
utilize each student’s personality, and can improve students’
French learning efciency.

6. Conclusions

Teanalysis of personalized learning is currently a hot topic in
the educational era of big data and the Internet. When big
data and the Internet play an important role in educational
achievement, system design expands signifcantly. Te ex-
plosion of e-learning websites has provided the education
sector with a variety of new learning data. As a result, it is
possible to identify the learner’s knowledge point and mine
the implicit relationships between learning. It aims to en-
courage diferent types of students to use appropriate teaching
methods tomaximize their benefts. However, in the era of big
data, the rapid increase in data amountmakes students unable
to fnd a suitable learning path in the face of vast teaching
resources, resulting in low learning efciency and loss of
motivation. Tis paper takes the personalized learning path
for college French as the object and establishes the person-
alized learning pathmodel for college French based on the big
data knowledge map. Based on the knowledge map, it
identifes the learning path algorithm in detail and develops
the personalized learning path. Tree French students from
colleges and universities were chosen at random to compare
the learning outcomes of various learning paths. According to
the fndings, the best results for personalized learning paths
based on a big data knowledge map are those that can per-
sonalize course planning for students. When compared to
students who follow a personalized learning path based on the
ant colony algorithm, the algorithm mentioned in this paper

has a higher learning efciency. Several large college edu-
cation datasets can be used to confrm the future, and more
in-depth analyses can be performed in combination with
learner behavioral aspects such as time spent answering
questionnaires and frequency of reminders.
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